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Abstract

Screening interventions can produce very different treatment and health outcomes, depending on

the reasons why patients had been unscreened in the first place. Economists have paid scant

attention to these complexities and their implications for evaluating screening programs. In this

paper, we propose a simple economic framework to guide policy-makers and analysts in designing

and evaluating the impact of screening on treatment uptake. We apply these insights to several

salient empirical examples that illustrate the different kinds of effects screening programs might

produce. Our empirical examples focus on contexts relevant to the top two causes of death in the

United States, heart disease and cancer, and match three predictions from the framework. First,

currently undiagnosed patients differ from currently diagnosed patients in important ways, leading

to lower predicted uptake of recommended treatment if these patients were diagnosed. Second,

there are diminishing clinical returns to screening, which can be reversed if patients with low access

to care are targeted with a bundled intervention. Third, changes in the composition of diagnosed

patients can produce misleading conclusions during policy analysis, such as spurious reductions in

measured health system performance as screening expands.
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I Introduction

Many people – particularly those in vulnerable groups – suffer from undiagnosed conditions

that result in missed opportunities to improve health. Diabetes, high cholesterol, hyper-

tension, and cancer are chief contributors to avoidable premature mortality in the United

States: despite available treatment, many patients with these conditions are undiagnosed

or untreated (Cowie et al., 2009; Global Burden of Disease Collaborators, 2013; McDon-

ald et al., 2009; Olives et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2015; Zweifler et al., 2011). Increasing

access to screening for these chronic conditions has been a focus of both public-sector and

private-sector efforts in recent years.1

Improving access to screening will at least weakly increase treatment of chronic condi-

tions, because detection leads to treatment. However, the magnitude of this effect varies,

because additional screening might diagnose patients with lower uptake of medical treatment

after diagnosis. These gaps in treatment would shape the total costs and health benefits of

policies and programs that subsidize screening, and affect physician practice after access to

screening is expanded.

The key message of this paper is that screening interventions can produce very differ-

ent treatment and health outcomes, depending on the reasons why patients had remained

unscreened in the first place. There are two main reasons that patients diagnosed after a

screening expansion may have different treatment rates and outcomes from previously diag-

nosed patients. First, there is a clinical channel: additional screening may “over-diagnose”

and result in treatment that does little to improve long-term health outcomes. For instance,

epidemiologists have long observed that increases in cancer screening may fail to improve

health outcomes at all, if it instead picks up small, slow-growing tumors that would never

have harmed a patient’s health (Ahn et al., 2014; Bleyer and Welch, 2012; Loeb et al., 2014).

1For example, Medicare added a free “Welcome to Medicare” visit for new enrollees in which screening
needs are discussed and addressed, and the Affordable Care Act required health insurance plans to offer
preventive care, including free screening for diabetes, high cholesterol, hypertension and cancer to people at
high risk. In the private sector, pharmacy chains such as CVS, Walgreens, and stores such as Ralph’s and
Sam’s Club now offer screening for diabetes, high cholesterol, and hypertension in convenient retail locations.
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Thus, screening programs may be reaching patients for whom the benefit of treatment is

lower than average or even zero.

Second, there is an economic channel. Some patients’ biomarkers are rarely assessed

because they face high barriers to health care.2 These barriers to care could include out-

of-pocket costs, or non-pecuniary costs such as distance to a physician, language barriers,

or psychological costs (Carpenter, 2010; Hyman et al., 1994; Lange, 2011; Kenkel, 1994;

Manning et al., 1987; Musa et al., 2009). These same barriers could then translate to lower

treatment rates for these patients after diagnosis, despite clinical benefit.

Economists have not studied the implications of the differences between currently diag-

nosed and undiagnosed patients for evaluating screening interventions. To fill this gap, we

propose a simple economic framework to guide policy-makers and analysts in designing and

evaluating the impact of screening interventions on uptake of relevant treatment. We then

apply the insights from this framework to several salient empirical examples that illustrate

the different kinds of effects screening programs might produce.

The paper begins by presenting an economic framework of screening and treatment. Our

framework is very parsimonious and requires two key assumptions: demand for screening is

downward sloping, and screening provides the option of accessing treatment. As screening

expands, newly diagnosed patients are expected to have higher ex ante net cost of treatment,

i.e., higher cost or lower benefit to treatment, than previously diagnosed patients. Accord-

ingly, these patients are predicted to have lower treatment uptake. Yet, this low treatment

uptake could mask high potential health benefits to treatment in certain cases. If many

sick patients remain undiagnosed due to high barriers to care, then the benefits of screening

and treating these patients could be high. In this case, a bundled screening and access to

care intervention, targeted to patients with low access to care, could have significant health

impact. In contrast, if access to care was already high so that patients remained unscreened

2For evidence on screening, see Hyman et al. (1994); Lostao et al. (2001); Oster et al. (2013); Wil-
son (2011). For a discussion of self-selection into treatment and related econometric approaches, see, e.g.,
Carneiro et al. (2010); Eisenhauer et al. (2010); Heckman (2010).
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chiefly due to low predicted benefit, diminishing returns to screening would be unavoidable.

Our empirical exercises are tightly related to this theoretical framework, and focus on

the top two causes of death in the United States: heart disease and cancer. We first focus

on heart disease risk factors which are commonly undiagnosed and untreated: diabetes,

hypertension, and high cholesterol. Data on these disease risk factors are used to assess

our prediction that as more patients are diagnosed, the additional diagnosed patients are

expected to have higher cost or lower benefit to treatment than previously diagnosed patients.

Using data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), we

show that people whose blood glucose and blood cholesterol were not recently assessed tend

to show larger barriers to treatment and/or appear ex ante to be healthier, with lower overall

heart disease risk. Subsequently, these same factors are associated with lower propensity to

treat high cholesterol and diabetes after diagnosis. In a simulation analysis, we find that

these factors could be responsible for about a one-half to one percentage-point decline in

treatment rates of diagnosed conditions for every 10 percentage point increases in biomarker

assessment.

This analysis provides support for our hypothesis that currently undiagnosed patients

differ from currently diagnosed patients in important ways, which predict lower uptake of

recommended treatment if these patients were diagnosed. Analyses of the potential treat-

ment uptake of currently undiagnosed patients using other datasets find supportive results.

We first study participants in the REasons for Geographic and Racial Differences in Stroke

study (hereafter, REGARDS). The REGARDS study randomly contacted older adults across

the continental United States, conducted biomarker assessments in the participants’ homes,

compensated participants for their time, and informed participants of their biomarker results

(Howard et al., 2005). Using merged individual-level Medicare claims for the REGARDS

study participants, we find that conditions diagnosed as part of the biomarker study are

less likely than previously diagnosed conditions to receive annual doctor visits for evaluation

and management. Additional analyses using the NHANES and Dartmouth atlas of health
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care quality use different methods but find supportive results: time periods and locations

with higher diagnosis rates show lower treatment rates for diagnosed conditions (Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention, 2014; Finkelstein, 2013).

Although these findings seem to indicate diminishing returns to screening, we demon-

strate that this need not be the case with a targeted, bundled intervention. Targeting is

important because screening patients with high access to care could produce diminishing

health effects. We hypothesize that screening patients with low access to care could yield

significant health benefits if these patients’ barriers to care are simultaneously addressed.

These hypotheses are supported by data from the largest cancer registry in the United

States. We exploit an exogenous increase in cancer diagnosis and treatment as people age

into Medicare, which not only provides access to screening but also provides access to care.

Results indicate that health benefits arise only for racial and ethnic minorities, a group

that previously faced higher barriers to care. In contrast, non-minority patients showed no

significant improvements in post-diagnosis survival. This evidence is consistent with our

prediction that diminishing health returns to screening could be reversed if patients with

barriers to care are targeted and their barriers to care are addressed.

We also demonstrate the importance of these findings for policy analysis and health sys-

tem performance evaluation. First, our findings imply that changes in the composition of

diagnosed patients could mask the benefits of expanding access to screening, as captured by

commonly used measures of health system performance. This problem arises because the

true prevalence of conditions is not observed, whereas diagnosis status is observed. As a

result, commonly used health system performance metrics focus on treatment and control of

conditions that are diagnosed (Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2011, 2016a; Na-

tional Committee on Quality Assurance, 2016; Song et al., 2011, 2014). However, use of these

metrics can produce misleading conclusions - for example, that treatment rates for chronic

conditions decline rather than improve as more patients become diagnosed. We demonstrate

this possibility using the REGARDS data. Similarly, national Medicare data aggregated by
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hospital referral region show that hospital referral regions with higher diagnostic intensity,

as calculated by Finkelstein et al. (2017), show lower use of maintenance care such as eye

exams and hba1c checks for patients with diabetes as calculated in the Dartmouth atlas of

health care quality (The Center for the Evaluative Clinical Sciences, Dartmouth Medical

School, 2017; Fisher et al., 2008).

This paper provides several novel insights. First, based on the patterns we uncovered,

expanded screening as a stand-alone program is likely to be less cost-effective than previ-

ously anticipated due to low treatment uptake among marginally screened patients. To our

knowledge, these effects are not currently accounted for in cost-effectiveness analyses that

simulate the impact of screening expansions (The CDC Diabetes Cost-Effectiveness Study

Group, 1998; Glümer et al., 2006; Hoerger et al., 2004; Kahn et al., 2010; Nathan and Her-

man, 2004; Wang et al., 2011). Accounting for these effects could change the coverage policies

selected in health systems that make decisions based on cost-effectiveness analysis.

Second, screening program design must account for the reasons why patients are un-

screened. Numerous screening expansions have shown lower effects than anticipated, includ-

ing programs in national health systems and screening programs for underinsured women

(Ahn et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2017; Lantz et al., 1997). By showing how the health effects of

diagnosing additional patients depend on the reasons why patients were undiagnosed in the

first place, our framework clarifies when low health effects are avoidable and how they can

be avoided.

Third, our research contributes to the small but growing literature on the unintended

effects of quality reporting (Casalino et al., 2007; Dranove et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2016;

Karve et al., 2008). In multiple pay-for-performance systems such as Accountable Care Orga-

nizations, providers have financial incentives to maintain high treatment rates for diagnosed

conditions as well as high screening rates (Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2011,

2016a; National Committee on Quality Assurance, 2016; Song et al., 2011, 2014). However,

our research suggests that expanding access to screening could carry a penalty by reducing
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other, treatment-related quality metrics. This would suggest reconsideration or reweighting

of the metrics used in pay-for-performance systems, to avoid penalizing health systems that

expand screening in diverse patient populations.

Finally, in addition to providing a venue to test our theoretical predictions, our empirical

analysis on cancer expands the literature on the health effects of Medicare (Card et al., 2008;

McWilliams et al., 2009). Little was previously known about the impacts of Medicare on

cancer diagnosis and survival. Our findings related to timely cancer detection and post-

diagnosis survival are important for population health, because post-diagnosis survival is a

commonly used quality metric for cancer care and racial-ethnic disparities in this metric are

substantial (Du et al., 2007; Jatoi et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2004).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section II compares this study with previous literature

and articulates our contributions. Section III presents our conceptual framework. We as-

sess predictions from the framework empirically in sections IV and V, focusing on contexts

relevant to the top two causes of death in the United States, cancer and heart disease. Sec-

tion VI demonstrates the implications of our findings for policy analysis and health system

performance measurement. Section VII concludes.

II Comparison With the Literature

Anticipated costs and benefits of health care can differ across individuals, influencing individ-

uals’ willingness to seek care (Egan and Philipson, 2014; Eisenhauer et al., 2010; Heckman,

2010). This premise underlies commonly used public health models such as the health be-

lief model.3 It follows that anticipated net benefits of particular health services can vary

across individuals (Vanness and Mullahy, 2012). In certain cases, distributions of these

individual-level net benefits can be estimated (Basu and Heckman, 2007; Carneiro et al.,

3See Glanz and Bishop (2010) for a review of commonly used health behavior models in the public health
field. The health belief model includes perceived benefits and perceived barriers as a key construct, and
these are the constructs that are most strongly predictive of behavior in empirical tests (Rosenstock et al.,
1988; Carpenter, 2010).
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2010; Eisenhauer et al., 2010). These distributions are useful because changes to out-of-

pocket costs of health care will attract different patients to treatment, depending on their

anticipated cost and benefit (Basu and Meltzer, 2007; Goldman and Philipson, 2007; Pauly

and Blavin, 2008).

A number of recent papers use new econometric methods to estimate distributions of

net benefits of specific health services. These papers typically focus on how patients choose

between treatments for their conditions (i.e., the intensive margin) (Basu and Heckman,

2007; Basu and Manning, 2009; Basu, 2011, 2013; Huang et al., 2006; Meltzer and Huang,

2007; Sculpher, 2008). In contrast, our theoretical model considers how the anticipated net

benefits of screening are distributed in the population. These net benefits govern which

conditions are not treated (i.e., the extensive margin). We present a simple and intuitive

framework that describes cost, benefit, and the demand for care; it would be straightforward

to extend these insights to dynamic models of health investment, e.g., the Grossman (1972)

health capital model.

Our study can also be situated in the literature on screening and the demand for infor-

mation. In the economics literature, the demand for screening has been empirically related

to patient perceptions of disease risk and treatment effectiveness. Demand for screening is

low if no effective treatment yet exists, and becomes higher once treatment is available (Os-

ter et al., 2013; Wilson, 2011). Research examining conditions with available treatment has

found that people who know about their elevated risk for a condition have higher demand

for screening (Lange, 2011). In the public health literature, research on the health behavior

model shows that participants who anticipate higher risk of the condition are more moti-

vated to take action, whereas those who face logistical barriers are less likely to take action;

these same variables are found to be predictive of screening (Carpenter, 2010; Hyman et al.,

1994; Lostao et al., 2001).4 Research on cancer screening in the medical and public policy

literature has shown that screening expansions attract patients with less severe conditions,

4Stigma related to testing can also play a role, although this is less relevant in the disease contexts from
which we draw our empirical examples (Godlonton and Thornton, 2012).
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resulting in concern about overdiagnosis (Ahn et al., 2014; Kadiyala and Strumpf, 2016; Loeb

et al., 2014). Yet at the same time, patients not reached at all by screening interventions are

sicker (Kim and Lee, 2017). This underscores the point that factors other than clinical need

can play an important role in determining who is screened. In summary, the literature has

shown that costs or benefits of treatment empirically predict patients’ uptake of screening.

This self-selection process implies that the composition of diagnosed patients should change

as access to screening changes. Yet, economists have not studied the implications for evalu-

ating screening interventions. We fill this gap in the literature by exploring how the impact

of screening interventions relates to the reason patients were unscreened and undiagnosed in

the first place.

Our paper also contributes to the literature on health care quality measurement. As

strategies to improve population health and promote health equity, the success of public

reporting and pay-for-performance programs hinges on selection of appropriate metrics. Pre-

vious research has shown that some metrics used in existing public reporting schemes create

incentives to select certain types of patients for care, because providers’ scores decrease if

they treat vulnerable or sick patients (Dranove et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2016; Konetzka

et al., 2013). These findings have raised concerns that public reporting could create a less

inclusive health system depending on the metrics chosen (Casalino et al., 2007; Karve et al.,

2008).

Our study contributes to this literature by generalizing previous findings for the case

of screening. We find that expanding the set of diagnosed patients makes a health system

more inclusive but carries a “quality penalty,” in the form of decreased treatment rates for

diagnosed conditions. This is important because treatment rates for diagnosed conditions

are commonly used as health care quality metrics (CDC, 2012; Center for Medicare and

Medicaid Services, 2011; Dale et al., 2016; National Committee on Quality Assurance, 2016;

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2013).

Finally, in addition to providing a venue to test our theory, our empirical analysis on
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cancer contributes to the literature on the health effects of Medicare. Previous studies have

exploited the fact that Medicare eligibility abruptly changes at age 65 to explore the effects of

the program. Card et al. (2008) use a regression-discontinuity framework to analyze survey

data from the 1999-2003 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), and find that reaching

age 65 is associated with an increase in overall insurance coverage. Although Card et al.

(2008) find that increases in the use of medical care services vary across groups and the type

of service, it is most relevant to our analysis that routine doctor visits increase more for racial

and ethnic minority groups. This matches our finding that early cancer detection increases

disproportionately for racial and ethnic minority patients. Additionally, our finding that

racial and ethnic disparities in post-diagnosis cancer mortality decline at age 65 builds upon

the findings of McWilliams et al. (2009), who find that disparities in systolic blood pressure,

hemoglobin A1c levels and total cholesterol levels decline upon aging into Medicare using

1999-2006 NHANES data. Our findings related to timely cancer detection and post-diagnosis

survival are important for population health because post-diagnosis survival is a commonly

used quality metric for cancer care and racial-ethnic disparities in this metric are substantial

(Du et al., 2007; Jatoi et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2004).

III Conceptual Framework

In this section, we present a simple economic framework of selection into screening. We

employ two key assumptions: demand for screening is downward sloping, and screening

provides the option of accessing medical treatment. This framework is then used to discuss

the different kinds of effects screening programs might produce. Although our treatment of

the theory is intuitive for clarity of presentation, similar points could be made using a formal

model.
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Figure 1: Demand for screening with a single supply curve
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Figure 2: Demand for screening with multiple supply curves
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A WHICH PATIENTS ARE SCREENED?

Suppose the value of screening differs across patients. In some cases, this variation occurs

for reasons that are unobservable to patients or their physicians. For instance, some patients

might be genetically predisposed to developing complications from a disease if untreated

while others might be relatively immune to complications. Variation that is unobservable

to the patient and her physician is less problematic for policy analysis because it will not

systematically affect a patient’s propensity to be screened.

Greater complexity arises when this variation is observable to the patient or her physician.

In this case, patients with high expected value from screening have higher willingness to pay

to be screened. In economic terms this is a downward sloping demand curve, as in Figure 1.

The vertical axis here indicates the price of screening and horizontal axis denotes quantity

of people screened.

If all patients face the same price of screening, say price P in the first panel of Figure

1, then the patients with willingness to pay greater than or equal to P are screened, and

patients with a lower willingness to pay are not screened. In the second panel of Figure

1, the price of screening shifts down to P ′. In this case, many more patients are screened

including those with lower willingness to pay, reflecting lower expected value.

In practice, not all patients face the same price of screening. Some patients face high

out-of-pocket costs, live farther from a facility, face language barriers, or live in an area with

low health care supply. Figure 2 shows the demand curve for screening again but with two

supply curves added, reflecting the fact that different patients can face different pecuniary or

non-pecuniary costs of screening. Based on the points of intersection between the supply and

demand curves, fewer patients are screened in the group facing higher prices for screening.

For each group, the logic of Figure 1 still applies: if one supply curve were to shift so as

to lower the price of screening in one group, the marginally screened patients in that group

would expect less value from screening than the previously screened patients.
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Figure 3: Screening decision tree
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B WHERE DO PATIENTS SIT ON THE DEMAND CURVE?

We next consider the determinants of demand for screening. Why might some patients (in

consultation with their doctors) expect more value from screening than other patients? This

topic has been analyzed in the public health and economics literature (Boozer and Philipson,

2000; Hyman et al., 1994; Lostao et al., 2001; Oster et al., 2013; Wilson, 2011). We provide

a brief discussion here with the aid of a diagram, Figure 3.

Screening is valuable to patients as an input to improved health and well-being (Glanz

and Bishop, 2010; Carpenter, 2010). Figure 3 depicts one way screening can improve health,

namely, by providing patients with the option to pursue medical treatments that are only

available after diagnosis. (Hereafter, we will use the term “prescription-only medical treat-

ment” or just “treatment.”) This is represented by the left-most branch of Figure 3. Ex

post, this option is not used by patients with a negative screening result, as shown in the

middle branch of Figure 3. Patients who have not been recently screened do not know their

disease state and cannot access treatment, as shown in the right branch of Figure 3. The
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key take-away from this figure is that the value of screening is entwined with the value of

treatment, because screening is a gateway to treatment.

Which patients expect little value from the option to pursue treatment? Two general

predictions are proposed. First, patients who know they would have difficulties accessing

or affording treatment – including pecuniary costs as well as non-pecuniary costs such as

language barriers or distance to a facility – should find the option to pursue treatment

less valuable, all else equal. Second, patients who think they are unlikely to benefit from

treatment – either because they are unlikely to have the condition, or because the treatment

is unlikely to work – should find screening less valuable, all else equal (Kim and Lee, 2017).

Accordingly, demand for screening is low for conditions which lack effective treatments, such

as or HIV before the development of highly active anti-retroviral therapy, or Huntington’s

disease (Oster et al., 2013; Wilson, 2011). In summary, the option to be treated is less

valuable to patients who anticipate high pecuniary or non-pecuniary costs of treatment

and/or little clinical benefit.

C WHAT CAN WE EXPECT AFTER SCREENING EXPANDS?

Section III.B argued that a because a patient’s expected costs and benefits of treatment

contribute to the patient’s expected value of screening, these factors also affect where that

patient sits on the screening demand curve. Below, we argue that these same factors can

produce declining treatment rates for newly diagnosed conditions as screening expands. We

further argue that the health benefits from treatment of newly diagnosed conditions may

decline or increase as screening expands, depending on why patients were previously un-

screened.

For simplicity, first consider the case where all patients face the same price of screening. In

this case, we expect marginally screened patients, as screening expands, to have lower uptake

of treatment after diagnosis. This point can be demonstrated by revisiting Figure 1. Suppose

that the price of screening starts very high and is slowly lowered due to a national screening
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program, screening mandates for insurance plans, or other interventions. When the price of

screening is high, patients who anticipate high clinical benefits and low treatment costs may

be willing to pay. As the price of screening declines, more patients are screened, including

those who anticipate less clinical benefit or who would have difficulty affording treatment if

diagnosed. Because of these higher costs or lower benefits to treatment, the newly diagnosed

patients would treat their conditions at lower rates than previously diagnosed patients, on

average – and the impact of screening on treatment would not be as large as one might

otherwise expect.

Let’s now consider the case where different patients face different prices for screening.

Could high treatment rates be obtained by targeting a screening intervention to the less-

screened group, since they are higher on the demand curve? Yes, if barriers to screening

are uncorrelated with barriers to treatment or benefits to treatment. This might occur, for

example, if a new screening technology is introduced in a national health system, and some

regions have lower access to the technology than other regions for idiosyncratic reasons. Yet,

such a situation would be highly unusual. In a far more empirically likely case, patients

facing high barriers to screening (for example, patients who are uninsured or live in rural

areas) will also face high barriers to treatment. In an insurance scheme where patient co-

payments are set based on value, patients facing high prices should also show lower clinical

benefits. Both factors reinforce our original prediction that currently undiagnosed patients

differ from currently diagnosed patients in ways that predict lower uptake of treatment after

diagnosis.

The health impact of treating newly diagnosed conditions could increase or decrease as

diagnosis rates rise, depending on why patients were previously unscreened and therefore

undiagnosed. If many sick patients were unscreened due to high barriers to care, then the

benefits of screening and treating these patients could be high.5 In this case, a bundled

5To clarify, consider the case where access to health services is unequal, so that some patients have low
access to both screening and treatment for idiosyncratic reasons. Figure 2 shows that the marginally screened
patient in the low-access group sits relatively high on the demand curve. Patients with a higher position on
the demand curve can have comparatively high expected health benefits to treatment or comparatively low
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screening and access to care intervention, targeted to patients with low access to care, could

have significant health impact. In contrast, if access to care was already high so that patients

remained unscreened chiefly due to low predicted benefits, diminishing returns to screening

would be unavoidable.

We assess these predictions empirically in sections IV and V, focusing on contexts relevant

to the top two causes of death in the United States, cancer and heart disease. Evidence from

heart disease risk factors indicates that currently undiagnosed patients differ from currently

diagnosed patients in important ways, leading to lower predicted uptake of recommended

treatment if these patients were diagnosed. Furthermore, evidence from cancer demonstrates

diminishing clinical returns to diagnosing additional patients, which can be reversed if pa-

tients with low access to care are targeted with a bundled intervention. Both findings match

the predictions above.

In section VI, we explore the practical implications of these changes in the composition

of diagnosed patients for policy analysis. We use three datasets to demonstrate how changes

in the composition of diagnosed patients can produce misleading conclusions during policy

analysis, such as false reductions in measured health system performance as diagnosis rates

rise.

IV Treatment Outcomes: Evidence from Heart Dis-

ease Risk Factors

We now assess our theoretical prediction that as screening expands, the additional diagnosed

patients will be less likely to receive recommended treatment after diagnosis. This analy-

sis focuses on three conditions which are important risk factors for heart disease and are

commonly undiagnosed: diabetes, high cholesterol, and hypertension. We use two empiri-

barriers to treatment. However, we assumed that this group of patients face comparatively high barriers to
treatment. Therefore, it follows that the marginally screened patients from this group have comparatively
high expected health benefits from treatment.
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cal approaches to provide policy-relevant evidence on the links between diagnosis rate and

treatment rate, and the implications for screening interventions.

First, we provide practical evidence on the potential impact of biomarker assessment

interventions by conducting a comparison across patients. In particular, we use claims data

to compare uptake of relevant doctor visits among patients who were diagnosed during a

biomarker assessment with patients who were already diagnosed prior to the intervention.

The results demonstrate a shortfall in treatment among newly diagnosed patients, consistent

with our hypothesis. These findings are important for understanding policies that specifically

target patients who are rarely screened.

Next, we examine the over-arching contextual and patient-level factors associated with

biomarker assessment, diagnosis, and treatment. We build our findings into a simulation

analysis to assess how predicted treatment uptake would change under different policies. The

results indicate that patients with infrequent biomarker assessments differ from frequently

assessed patients in important ways, corresponding to lower treatment rates in the former

group after diagnosis. These findings are helpful for understanding policies that change

access to biomarker assessment across a broad population.

A DATA

We use data from two studies: the REasons for Geographic and Racial Differences in Stroke

study (REGARDS) and the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES).

In both studies, participants reported their diagnosed conditions in a survey, had their

biomarkers taken, and were paid for their time. Table 1 summarizes the sample selection

and characteristics of included participants.

NHANES is a nationally representative biomarker survey run by the Center for Disease

Control and Prevention. Comparable data have been collected on a rolling basis from 1999-

2014, and these are the data most commonly used to track awareness of chronic conditions

over time on the national level (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). Data
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on recent biomarker assessments relevant for diabetes are only available starting in 2005; we

therefore use data from 2005-2014.

The REasons for Geographic and Racial Differences in Stroke (REGARDS) study re-

cruited community-dwelling participants into an epidemiological longitudinal cohort study

designed to answer questions about racial differences in stroke mortality. Recruitment was

conducted from 2003-2007 and was accomplished by randomly selecting numbers from com-

mercially available lists of residential phone numbers in the 48 contiguous United States (i.e.,

excluding Alaska and Hawaii). Sampling was stratified across African Americans and whites

and three regions: the stroke belt (Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Tennessee), stroke

buckle (North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia) and all other states in the continental

United States. Individuals who were under 45 years of age, did not identify as either African

American or white, were non-English speaking, undergoing cancer treatment, or who resided

in or were on a waiting list to enter a nursing home were excluded from the REGARDS study

(Howard et al., 2005). Figure 4 shows the geographic distribution of African American and

white participants.

In a companion paper, we compare the REGARDS sample with the NHANES sample

year by year to show that the REGARDS sample is a close match with the nationally

representative NHANES sample when the same sample restrictions are applied (Myerson

et al., 2017).

REGARDS participants were first interviewed, including questions about whether they

had been diagnosed with high blood pressure, diabetes or high cholesterol by a doctor or

nurse. For the in-home visit, participants were instructed to fast for 8-10 hours,6 and had

their blood glucose, blood pressure and lipid panel plus other biomarkers assessed in their

home on a morning of their choosing. Participants were compensated $30 for their time,

and were notified of their results and advised to seek medical care for abnormal results

6About 80% of participants met the fasting requirement at the time that their labs were taken. We use
fasting- or non-fasting specific cutoffs where applicable when judging participants’ disease status based on
their biomarkers.
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Figure 4: Location of REGARDS participants (Source: Howard et al., 2011)

using three levels of notification: (1) by telephone if any value is in the critical range, with

instructions to immediately seek care; (2) by mail when a value is in the alert range with

instructions to promptly seek care, and (3) general mail notification otherwise. The text of

the mail notification for notification of high cholesterol or blood glucose and cards used for

notification of high blood pressure are shown in Figure 8 in the Appendix.

The REGARDS data have been linked with administrative records of doctor visits for

participants enrolled in traditional Medicare (Muntner et al., 2014). We use the ICD-9 codes

in the claims data to identify which of the patient’s prevalent conditions were addressed in any

given evaluation and management visit with a doctor; a single visit could address multiple

conditions. (Myerson et al. (2017) provides additional discussion.)

We code participants as having a particular chronic condition (diabetes, hypertension,

and/or high cholesterol) if they report prior diagnosis for the condition at the time of partic-

ipation, with the appropriate exclusions for diagnosis during pregnancy, or if their biomark-

ers meet standard definitions for the condition after taking their fasting status into account

(American Diabetes Association, 2014; Stone et al., 2014; James et al., 2014). Table 6 in

the Appendix includes details of each definition. Individuals are classified as undiagnosed

for the condition if they meet the biomarker definitions for a condition, but report no prior
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Table 1: Characteristics of included participants from the two biomarker surveys
REGARDS NHANES

Survey Inclusion Criteria In traditional
Medicare past 2
years; black or white;
English speaking

Nationally
representative

Geography of Sample National National
Year of Biomarker Collection 2003-2007 2005-2014
Age Range in Analysis 67+ All

Participants with Any
Condition(s) of Interest

5,721 18,735

Participants with Undiagnosed
Condition(s) of Interest

1,077 6,281

Among Participants with
Condition(s) of Interest:
Average Age 74 55
Had Health Insurance 100% 81%
African American 30% 22%

Participants with Diabetes 1,309 4,282
Aware of Diabetes 1,192 3,482
Treating with Medication 1,161 2,991

Participants with
Hypertension

4,502 11,576

Aware of Hypertension 4,170 10,193
Treating with Medication 3,846 7,680

Participants with High
Cholesterol

4,268 13,716

Aware of High Cholesterol 3,542 9,030
Treating with Medication 2,457 4,860
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diagnosis for that condition.

Using the merged REGARDS-Medicare data, we are able to make additional corrections

for patients’ under-reporting of diagnosis. We accomplish this by also classifying partici-

pants as diagnosed if they meet biomarkers criteria of the condition and also meet Chronic

Conditions Warehouse definitions for the condition based on their recent Medicare claims.

This process increases the number of diagnosed cases of high cholesterol by 148 (4%), the

number of diagnosed cases of diabetes by 26 (2%), and the number of diagnosed cases of

hypertension by 119 (2%).

Although claims data are not available to validate self-reported diagnosis in the NHANES

data, the relatively colloquial wording of the NHANES questions helps to mitigate concerns

that patients may not report a prior diagnosis because they are unfamiliar with medical

terms. Participants in the NHANES data were considered to be diagnosed for diabetes if

they responded positively to the question, “Have you ever been told by a doctor that you

have diabetes or sugar diabetes?” Similarly, participants were considered to be diagnosed

for high cholesterol if they responded positively to the question “Have you ever been told by

a doctor or other health professional that your blood cholesterol level was high?”

The NHANES data additionally include information on recent biomarker tests relevant

to high cholesterol and diabetes, also obtained by participants’ self-report. Biomarker assess-

ments are tightly related to our topic of study, as the key step through which undiagnosed

conditions become diagnosed. On the one hand, patients whose biomarkers are never assessed

will never become diagnosed. On the other hand, physicians who observe biomarker assess-

ment results indicative of previously undiagnosed hyperlipidemia or diabetes must ethically

proceed according to national guidelines for diagnosis and treatment.7

7This point can be illustrated with multiple examples. For example, a physician may run a blood test
to assess whether a patient who presents with symptoms of diabetes, such as polydipsia or polyuria, in
fact has undiagnosed diabetes. Although this test may not have been scheduled in advance, the purpose of
this test is to assess whether the patient has undiagnosed diabetes. As another example, a physician may
conduct blood tests to track the effectiveness of treatment of diagnosed pre-diabetes that may or may not
ultimately develop into diagnosed diabetes. Although one purpose of this test is to monitor the impacts of
the treatment for pre-diabetes, ethically the physician must diagnose and treat diabetes if test results are
indicative of diabetes.
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Recent blood cholesterol assessment is captured using two questions in the NHANES:

“Have you ever had your blood cholesterol checked?” and “About how long has it been since

you last had your blood cholesterol checked? Has it been...” with the options “Less than a

year ago,” “1 year but less than 2 years ago,” “2 years but less than 5 years ago,” or “5 years

or more.” We present results using the two-year look-back period in this text, but findings are

similar if other look-back periods are used. Likewise, NHANES participants were considered

to have had a recent biomarker assessment related to diabetes if they responded positively

to the question, “Have you had a blood test for high blood sugar or diabetes within the past

three years?” (In the NHANES instructions, interviewers coded patients with only urine

tests as not having been tested for high blood sugar or diabetes.) The colloquial wording of

this question helps to prevent false negative reports among patients unfamiliar with the word

“diabetes”. Nonetheless, some misclassification of biomarker assessment status or diagnosis

status may remain, which would bias our findings toward the null (Black et al., 2000).

B ANALYSIS

This analysis provides a direct test of whether biomarker assessment interventions can close

gaps in treatment uptake. We exploit an exogenous increase in biomarker assessment among

participants in the REGARDS study, and assess whether treatment rates for the newly

diagnosed conditions reach the level of previously diagnosed conditions by placing prior

diagnosis status on the right-hand side of the model. To take the example of diabetes, we

run:

Pr (Diabetes is Treated) =f(Diabetes was Undiagnosed Prior to

Biomarker Assessment Via REGARDS)
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and likewise for other conditions of interest. More precisely, we use models of the following

form to compare annual medical care for previously diagnosed vs. previously undiagnosed

conditions data the year after biomarker assessment via REGARDS:

Mijt = α + Uij,t−2γ +Xiβ + εijt (1)

We do not parse out Hawthorne effects (i.e., the effect of biomarker assessment via RE-

GARDS on treatment of already-diagnosed conditions) because we find no evidence of such

effects for our outcomes of interest in a companion paper (Myerson et al., 2017).

Our predictor of interest is Uij,t−2. This variable takes the value 1 if individual i’s preva-

lent condition j was undiagnosed prior to biomarker assessment via REGARDS, and 0 if

condition j was diagnosed prior to biomarker assessment via REGARDS. Time t denotes

our period of observation: this model includes data from the 12-24 months after each par-

ticipant had his or her biomarkers assessed via the REGARDS study. We selected the year

after REGARDS participation for ease of interpretation. (This also provides a conservative

estimate, as our findings are larger in magnitude if we include additional data from the first

12 months after biomarker assessment REGARDS.)

In addition to bivariate models, we also present models which adjust for health measures

related to condition severity, denoted Xi, with the purpose of assessing whether condition

severity fully accounts for the gaps in treatment that we find. These health measures in-

clude BMI, glucose measures (fasting plasma glucose), cholesterol measures (HDL and LDL

cholesterol, total cholesterol, triglycerides), the average of two systolic and diastolic blood

pressure measures. To account for the fact that patients with multiple co-morbid conditions

may treat both in the same doctor visit, we also adjust for an indicator variable that takes

the value 1 if the patient has more than one of our conditions of interest (diabetes, hyper-

tension, and high cholesterol) and 0 otherwise. All continuous variables are binned into four

categories of equal size based on quartiles of the sample distribution to allow non-linearity

in the relationship between these variables and doctor visits; missing values are given their
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own indicator. Because we estimate linear probability models and the Mij outcomes are

binary, we account for heteroskedasticity in εij by using robust standard errors. All findings

are qualitatively similar if logit or probit models are used.

C RESULTS

As hypothesized, we find that conditions diagnosed after outreach to encourage screening

are less likely than previously diagnosed conditions to receive relevant medical care. Table 2

shows that previously undiagnosed conditions were less likely to receive an annual evaluation

and management doctor visit than previously diagnosed conditions. The table presents un-

adjusted gaps in doctor visits as well as the gap after adjustment for a biomarker-measured

condition severity. These controls adjust for the possibility that less severe cases of hyper-

tension or high cholesterol could be evaluated by a physician on less than an annual basis.

(In the case of diabetes, foot exams, eye exams, and multiple hba1c measurements by a

physician are recommended on an annual basis for all diabetes patients regardless of severity

(American Diabetes Association, 2014).) The results indicate that condition severity does

not account for the gaps in treatment we find.

The findings are qualitatively similar if we analyze number of visits per year or if we

include data from the first year after biomarker assessment via REGARDS. Additionally,

Figure 5 shows a similar relationship in the raw data: doctor visits for previously undiagnosed

conditions increased after biomarker assessment, but only to about half the level of previously

diagnosed conditions.

Notification by mail for the diabetes and high cholesterol results is unlikely to account

for the observed shortfall in doctor visits for newly diagnosed conditions, because the gap in

doctor visits exists for all three conditions, including high blood pressure.8

Doctor visits to treat chronic conditions are not recommended for patients who are very

elderly or near death. Yet, patterns of extreme age or illness are also unlikely to account

8Participants received their blood pressure results immediately, in person.
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Figure 5: Previously undiagnosed conditions remain less likely than previously diagnosed
conditions to receive doctor visits (REGARDS raw data)

This figure compares semi-annual doctor visits after biomarker assessment via REGARDS
for evaluation and management of previously diagnosed vs. previously undiagnosed diabetes,
hypertension, and high cholesterol. The previously undiagnosed conditions were conditions
REGARDS participants became aware of through participation in the study; all patients with
abnormal biomarkers were advised to see a doctor. The x-axis indicates years since biomarker
assessment via REGARDS; the 0-point indicates the month of biomarker assessment, which
maps to a different calendar time for different participants due to rolling recruitment. The
y-axis indicates the percent of conditions with any doctor visits on a semi-annual basis, as
measured using Medicare claims data and categorized as relevant to each prevalent condition
using ICD-9 codes.

for our findings for two reasons. First, patients who are very infirm or near death are

unlikely to meet inclusion criteria for the REGARDS study. The REGARDS study excluded

patients who were not community-dwelling, who lived in a nursing home or were on a waitlist

for a nursing home, were in cancer care, or were unable/unwilling to answer a lengthy

questionnaire by phone. Second, patients with vs. without undiagnosed conditions do not

differ substantially on age, and our results are similar if we adjust in a flexible way by

including indicators for five-year age groups.
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Table 2: Previously undiagnosed conditions remain less likely than previously diagnosed
conditions to receive doctor visits (REGARDS data, regression-based comparison)

Any Relevant Doctor Visits Per Year
Previously Previously

undiagnosed diagnosed Unadjusted Adjusted

Obs. condition condition difference difference

(1) Relevant doctor visits for 1,309 0.46 0.92 -0.46*** -0.46***
prevalent diabetes (0.01) (0.05)

(2) Relevant doctor visits for 4,268 0.68 0.29 -0.39*** -0.34***
prevalent high cholesterol (0.02) (0.02)

(3) Relevant doctor visits for 4,502 0.85 0.38 -0.47*** -0.47***
prevalent hypertension (0.03) (0.03)

Adjust for bio-marker No Yes
measured health and
co-morbid conditions

This table compares annual doctor visits after biomarker assessment via REGARDS for
evaluation and management of previously diagnosed vs. previously undiagnosed diabetes,
hypertension, and high cholesterol. The previously undiagnosed conditions were conditions
REGARDS participants became aware of through participation in the study; all patients
with abnormal biomarkers were advised to see a doctor. The outcomes are annual doctor
visits from the 12-24 months after biomarker assessment via REGARDS, measured using
Medicare claims data and categorized as relevant to each prevalent condition using ICD-
9 codes. In the last column, we adjust for patients’ biomarkers and an indicator variable
that captures whether or not the patients have more than one of our conditions of interest.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses.
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D SIMULATION ANALYSIS TO GENERALIZE THE FIND-

INGS

We now generalize the previous findings using the NHANES sample which is representative

of all adults in the United States. When outlining the theoretical framework in the previous

section, we had hypothesized that patients with undiagnosed conditions would differ from

patients whose conditions were diagnosed in important ways, which would predict lower

treatment uptake after diagnosis. We now compare the factors associated with patients

being checked for undiagnosed conditions and the factors associated with treatment after

diagnosis, to quantify how our hypothesized intermediate factors could attenuate the impact

of diagnosing additional patients.

We construct two key variables to measure (a) which patients’ biomarkers were recently

assessed, providing the opportunity for undiagnosed conditions to become diagnosed; and (b)

which patients’ diagnosed conditions were treated. Taking the example of high cholesterol,

the biomarker assessment variable would take the value 1 for patients who have never been

diagnosed for high cholesterol and have recently had a cholesterol check, and would take the

value 0 for patients who have never been diagnosed for high cholesterol and have not recently

had a cholesterol check. This variable would be missing for patients already diagnosed for

high cholesterol. Likewise, the treatment after diagnosis variable would take the value 1

for patients whose diagnosed high cholesterol is treated, and 0 for patients whose diagnosed

high cholesterol is untreated. Similar variables are constructed for diabetes, and we conduct

separate analyses for each condition.

Consistent with our hypotheses, we find that patients who have higher barriers to care

and who (ex ante) seem healthier are less likely to be checked for undiagnosed conditions,

and are also less likely to be treated after diagnosis. Table 3 summarizes the sign of the

statistically significant correlation coefficients found in the data. These correlations show

that on average, patients who lack recent blood tests relevant to undiagnosed conditions have

larger barriers to care: these patients are more likely to lack health insurance, lack a usual
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source of care, and have low income. These same factors are, in turn, associated with lower

likelihood of treating diagnosed conditions. We also find that patients who appear healthier

- patients who were younger, had better self-reported health or lower Framingham risk score,

fewer co-morbid conditions, or no recent hospitalizations - were less likely to receive blood

tests relevant to any undiagnosed conditions and also less likely to treat their diagnosed

conditions.

Using a simulation, we assess whether these factors could account for lower treatment

rates among patients diagnosed after a small policy change. To minimize assumptions in our

policy simulation, we use patients’ real treatment outcomes. Our exercise therefore involves

selectively dropping the treatment data of patients who had in fact been diagnosed, rather

than imputing the potential treatment rates of undiagnosed patients. The policy simulation

exercise proceeds as follows. In one counterfactual, we only allow patients with biomarker

assessment propensity scores over 70% to become diagnosed; all other diagnosed patients

are dropped from the sample. In another counterfactual, all patients with propensity scores

over 60% are allowed to be diagnosed and others are dropped. In each case, we calculate

the average treatment rate of diagnosed conditions using patients’ real data, including only

patients who would have been diagnosed under such a scheme. We repeat this exercise for

policy counterfactuals with propensity score cutoffs ranging from 70% to 0%, in intervals of

10%. (The cutoff of 0% represents the case where no diagnosed patients were dropped.)

Findings from this exercise indicate that treatment rates for diagnosed patients decline

as more patients’ biomarkers are assessed, with approximately a 0.5 percentage point decline

in treatment rates for each 10 percentage point increase in regular biomarker assessment.

When we focus on patients without health insurance, a group that includes the patients in

our sample with the lowest access to care, we find that treatment rates declined more rapidly,

up to 1 percentage point decline in the treatment rate for each 10 percentage point increase

in regular biomarker assessment. This is consistent with the notion that patients with low

access to screening may also have low access to treatment.
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Table 3: Patient-level characteristics associated with biomarker checks for undiagnosed con-
ditions are also associated with increased treatment of diagnosed conditions (NHANES data)

Biomarkers Checked Treated
If Not Diagnosed If Diagnosed

Barriers to care
No health insurance ↓ ↓
No usual place for health care ↓ ↓
Lower income ↓ ↓
Benefits to care
Poor self-reported health ↑ ↑
Recently hospitalized overnight ↑ ↑
Co-morbid condition ↑ ↑
Framingham risk score ↑ ↑
Age ↑ ↑

This table shows that patient-level characteristics associated with biomarker checks are
also associated with increased treatment after diagnosis in the NHANES data. The arrows
represent the sign of statistically significant correlations between the variable listed in the
column title and the variable listed in the row title. The sign and significance of the
findings are the same for both diabetes and high cholesterol, two conditions with the
requisite variables measured in the NHANES data.

Because pharmaceutical treatment is not recommended for some diagnosed patients, we

also repeated these analyses using compliance with recommended treatment as the outcome

of interest. For this exercise, we restricted the high cholesterol sample to only include

patients who reported that their doctor had recommended taking medication for their high

cholesterol. For diabetes, we focused on eye exams and foot exams, which are recommended

for all patients with diabetes even when prescription medications are not. Our findings were

qualitatively similar with this change. Table 7 in the Appendix includes a comparison of

actual treatment rates with counterfactual treatment rates under various policies.

E SUMMARY

The empirical findings in this section support our key point that the composition of diagnosed

patients changes as diagnosis rates rise, in a way that decreases treatment rates for diagnosed

conditions. We showed that conditions diagnosed as part of a biomarker study are less likely
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than previously diagnosed conditions to receive any doctor visits over a one-year period. We

also explored the intermediate factors that could underlie such a finding. Consistent with

our hypotheses in section III, patients who appear less sick or face higher barriers to care

are less likely to be checked for undiagnosed conditions and also less likely to be treated if

diagnosed. The role of access to care in shaping the health effects of screening expansions is

explored further in the next analysis.

V Health Outcomes: Evidence from Cancer

Although the findings in the previous section seem to indicate diminishing returns to diag-

nosing additional patients, we demonstrate that this need not be the case with a targeted,

bundled intervention. This analysis assesses two hypotheses arising from our theoretical

framework. First, we hypothesized that diagnosing additional patients with high access to

care could produce diminishing health benefits. Second, we hypothesized that diagnosing

additional patients with low access to care could yield significant health benefits if these

patients’ barriers to care are simultaneously addressed.

We exploit an exogenous increase in health insurance, which provides access to both

screening and treatment. In particular, we exploit the previously established increases in

health insurance coverage at age 65, the age of near-universal eligibility for Medicare (Card

et al., 2008; McWilliams et al., 2013). We track changes in cancer detection, severity of de-

tected conditions, and patient health outcomes at age 65 using cancer registry data. Results

from a regression discontinuity analysis indicate that at age 65, one-year survival after can-

cer diagnosis increases for racial and ethnic minorities, a group that previously faced higher

barriers to care. In contrast, non-minority patients showed no significant improvements in

post-diagnosis survival. This evidence is consistent with our prediction that the diminishing

health returns to diagnosing additional patients could be reversed if patients with barriers

to care are targeted and their barriers to care are addressed.
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A DATA AND ANALYSIS

Our empirical analysis requires data on age and some welfare-relevant outcomes, such as

severity of cancer at detection and one-year survival after cancer detection. Our analysis uses

the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) 2000–2014 program database, which

combines data from 18 cancer registries across the United States. Together, the registries

capture data on the majority of newly detected tumors in 11 states (Alaska, California,

Connecticut, Hawaii, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Georgia, New Jersey, New Mexico, and

Utah) and two additional cities (Detroit and Seattle). These regions cover about one-quarter

of the US population, according to 2010 population numbers. We exclude years prior to 2000

to maintain a balanced panel of SEER registries.

The SEER data include information on patient age at the time of cancer detection, the

patient’s sex, race and ethnicity, and the cancer’s stage at the time of detection (i.e., the

extent to which the cancer has spread throughout the body). The SEER data also include

information on subsequent mortality based on linked mortality records. We classified tumors

as detected early if the tumor had not yet spread beyond the organ in which it originated

(i.e., metastasized) at the time of diagnosis; this maps to the in situ or localized stage in the

SEER classification.

Sample selection issues are minimal. We include data from all cancers in the SEER

registries except those which lacked information on whether the cancer had metastasized

prior to diagnosis.9 The final data set includes over 1.4 million cancer cases which fall within

a bandwidth of 6 years from age 65, including over 250,000 cancer cases for patients who are

racial or ethnic minorities.

To estimate the size of the discontinuity in cancer detection and survival, we follow

standard methods for analysis of a regression discontinuity analysis (Lee and Lemieux, 2009;

Imbens and Lemieux, 2008). As such, our analytic strategy resembles previous research on

9This exclusion criterion eliminates prostate cancer, which SEER codes differently than other cancers by
combining with local and regional stage in a single category. This exclusion criterion also eliminates cancers
of unknown stage.
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age discontinuities in Medicare eligibility and age discontinuities in cancer screening (Card

et al., 2008; Srikanth and Strumpf, 2016). First, we restrict the data to a small window

around the Medicare eligibility threshold (age 65) and estimate a local-linear regression

using the rdrobust Stata command (Calonico et al., 2014a). We use a triangle kernel which

places higher weight on observations with closer distance to the threshold, and report the

robust bias-corrected standard errors recommended in Calonico et al. (2014b). Second, we

use data within our bandwidth and estimate the following model for patient i of age ai:

Yi =β0 + β1 (Age ≥ 65)i + β2 (Age ≥ 65)i × (ai − 65)

+ β3 (Age < 65)i × (ai − 65) + β4gi + εi

Yi indicates outcomes of interest such as severity of the cancer at detection or one-year

survival after cancer detection, and (Age ≥ 65)i indicates that the patient is age-eligible

for Medicare (that is, strictly above age 64). We allow age trend terms to vary above vs.

below the cutoff, and adjust for patient gender gi. This model is estimated by OLS with

heteroskedasticity robust standard errors. For both analyses, we select an optimal bandwidth

using the rdbwselect Stata command, which suggests a bandwidth of 6 years for our data

(Calonico et al., 2014a).

This regression discontinuity design permits us to assess potential heterogeneity in out-

comes and early detection across racial and ethnic groups by stratifying the models. As such,

we estimate each model separately for patients who are not racial or ethnic minorities (i.e.,

non-Hispanic white patients) vs. patients who are racial or ethnic minorities. Finally, dis-

parities between racial/ethnic minority patients and non-minority patients in cancer survival

are also policy-relevant and widely tracked in the cancer literature. Therefore, we compare

the disparities found at ages 63-64 with the disparities at age 65 implied by the measured

treatment effect.
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Figure 6: Detection of cancer, fraction of cancers detected early, and one-year survival after
cancer detection (SEER registry data)
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One-year survival after detection

These graphs show an increase in cancer detection at age 65, as well as corresponding changes
in the fraction of cancers detected early and changes in one-year survival after cancer diag-
nosis at age 65. In each graph, the x-axis is age at diagnosis; a vertical line is drawn at age
65, the age at which patients become age-eligible for Medicare. The dotted lines are linear
regression lines, estimated separately below vs. above age 65.

B RESULTS

Figure 6 depicts cancer detection rates per 100,000 population, the fraction of cancers de-

tected early (while still contained within a single organ), and one-year survival after cancer

detection. These data have multiple notable characteristics. First, detection of cancer in-

creases and survival decreases in general as age increases, reflecting the overall aging process.

Second, late detection of cancer is relatively common and one-year survival after cancer di-

agnosis is relatively low in this age range, particularly among racial and ethnic minority

patients. Finally, there are visible discontinuities in each of the graphs at age 65, the age at

which patients become age-eligible for Medicare.

Table 4 reports our findings from the regression-discontinuity analyses, which account

for secular trends in aging as well as patient gender. The first row of each table displays our

findings when all patients are pooled together. We find that cancer detection increases by

66 per 100,000 population at age 65. This implies about a 6% increase in cancer detection
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compared to the mean detection rates at ages 63-64 (the “untreated” group in the regres-

sion discontinuity design). Furthermore, cancers detected at age 65 are 1 percentage point

more likely to be detected prior to metastasis than cancers detected at ages 63-64. This

is consistent with the epidemiological literature on cancer, which has shown that screening

expansions tend to diagnose less severe cancers (Ahn et al., 2014; Loeb et al., 2014; Srikanth

and Strumpf, 2016).

However, these average effects mask the importance of prior access to care in driving the

impact of becoming age-eligible for Medicare. For example, previous research has shown that

compared to non-minority patients, racial and ethnic minority patients have lower levels of

health insurance coverage and fewer annual doctor visits at ages 63-64 (Card et al., 2008).

Likewise, the SEER data indicate that at ages 63-64, racial and ethnic minority patients

are 19% more likely than non-minority patients to have metastatic cancer at the time of

detection.10 Subsequently, at age 65, racial and ethnic minority patients show larger gains

in health insurance coverage and uptake of annual doctor visits than non-minority patients

at age 65, as shown in previous research (Card et al., 2008).

These disparities in access to care and delays in detection prior to age 65 map precisely to

the changes in cancer detection and outcomes we find at age 65. In particular, we find that

gains in early detection and post-diagnosis survival at age 65 are concentrated among racial-

ethnic minorities. Racial and ethnic minority patients experience a statistically significant

2 percentage point increase in detection of cancer prior to metastasis, and a 2 percentage

point increase in one-year survival after cancer diagnosis. In contrast, non-minority patients

show no change in early detection or one-year survival after diagnosis according to local

linear models, despite accounting for most of the additional cancers detected at age 65.11

These disparate effects create a decline in health disparities upon aging into Medicare: the

1056% of cancers detected in racial and ethnic minority were detected after metastasis, compared to 47%
of cancers detected among non-minority patients. See Table 4. A detailed histogram is provided in Figure
9 in the Appendix.

11OLS models show similar results with one exception: non-minority patients show a significant increase
in early detection, but the point estimate is half as large as that observed for minority patients.
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Table 4: Cancer diagnosis and outcomes just before age 65 and estimated discontinuities at
age 65 (SEER registry data)

A. Estimates from local linear regression
Cancers diagnosed per Fraction of diagnosed cancer One-year survival

100k population per year detected prior to metastasis after cancer diagnosis
Age 63-4 RD at 65 Age 63-4 RD at 65 Age 63-4 RD at 65

All 1002 68.22*** 0.51 0.011** 0.70 0.005
(12.17) (0.005) (0.005)

White, 1013 70.57*** 0.53 0.009 0.71 0.002
non-Hispanic (14) (0.006) (0.004)

Racial or 990 65.66*** 0.44 0.022*** 0.63 0.019***
Ethnic Minority (20.20) (0.006) (0.006)

B. Estimates from ordinary least squares regression
Cancers diagnosed per Fraction of diagnosed cancer One-year survival

100k population per year detected prior to metastasis after cancer diagnosis
Age 63-4 RD at 65 Age 63-4 RD at 65 Age 63-4 RD at 65

All 1002 66.08*** 0.51 0.011*** 0.70 0.005***
(10.61) (0.002) (0.002)

White, 1013 66.46*** 0.53 0.009*** 0.71 0.002
non-Hispanic (9.27) (0.002) (0.001)

Racial or 990 66.08*** 0.44 0.021*** 0.63 0.018***
Ethnic Minority (18.80) (0.004) (0.004)

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Entries in odd-numbered columns are percentages of age 63-64 year-olds with cancer detec-
tion characteristics shown in the column heading. Entries in even-numbered columns are
estimated regression discontinuities at age 65 after adjusting for patient gender and secular
trends in aging. In Table A, the models are estimated using local linear regression with a
triangular kernel. In Table B, the models are estimated using ordinary least squares. Robust
standard errors are in parentheses.
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gap in one-year survival between racial and ethnic minority cancer patients vs. other cancer

patients shrinks by one-quarter at age 65, from 8 percentage points to 6 percentage points.

In summary, these data show that the low treatment uptake shown in the previous

section could mask different potential health outcomes, depending on the reasons patients

were undiagnosed in the first place. Patients with high access to care may not have their

biomarkers assessed due to low expected benefit rather than high cost. Expanding biomarker

assessment rates in this group show diminishing clinical returns, as evidenced by our data

on non-minority patients and previous literature from national health systems. In contrast,

patients with low access to care likely may skip biomarker assessments because of high

barriers to care rather than low benefits. In this group, diminishing clinical returns to

screening could be reversed by providing these patients with access to care, as evidenced by

our data on racial and ethnic minority patients.

VI Implications for Policy Analysis, and for Measure-

ment of Health System Performance

In the previous section, we provided evidence that screening expansions may disproportion-

ately diagnose patients who are less likely to treat their diagnosed conditions. In doing so,

we built on existing literature demonstrating that patients self-select into health care based

on their anticipated costs and benefits. If the impact of screening expansions can be under-

mined by patient composition effects, this can help to explain the numerous previous studies

showing low impact of cancer screening expansions on treatment and health (Ahn et al.,

2014; Kim and Lee, 2017; Lantz et al., 1997; Loeb et al., 2014).

This section discusses the consequences of these patient composition effects for policy

analysis and measurement of health system performance. We first argue that changes in

the composition of diagnosed patients can produce misleading conclusions during policy

analysis, such as false reductions in measured health system performance after screening
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expands. We demonstrate this point empirically using the REGARDS data. We also show

suggestive evidence using repeated cross-section data on the national level from NHANES

and Dartmouth atlas (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014; The Center for

the Evaluative Clinical Sciences, Dartmouth Medical School, 2017). In the NHANES data,

a rise in diagnosis of diabetes, hypertension and high cholesterol in recent years coincided

with a fall in treatment of these conditions if diagnosed. Likewise, in the Dartmouth atlas

data, regions with higher diagnostic intensity show lower completeness of care for diagnosed

diabetes.

Changes in the composition of diagnosed patients could mask the benefits of expanding

access to screening, as captured by commonly used measures of health system performance.

This problem arises because true prevalence of conditions is not observed, whereas diagnosis

status is observed. As a result, a number of health system performance metrics focus on

treatment and control of diagnosed conditions (Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services,

2011, 2016b; National Committee on Quality Assurance, 2016). However, tracking the rate

of treatment given diagnosis could lead to the incorrect conclusion that quality of care for

chronic conditions declines as more patients become diagnosed.

We are best able to demonstrate this point using the REGARDS data. Biomarker assess-

ment via REGARDS increased doctor visits for undiagnosed conditions without changing

doctor visits for diagnosed conditions: in total, the impact on relevant doctor visits was

positive (Myerson et al., 2017). When data from previously diagnosed and previously un-

diagnosed conditions are graphed separately (the solid and dashed lines in Figure 5), these

data show an increase in doctor visits after biomarker assessment. If instead we had graphed

the “treatment rate” indicating the fraction of diagnosed conditions receiving doctor visits,

this rate would decrease after biomarker assessment.12 This reversal of sign is driven by

changes to the group of diagnosed conditions before versus after biomarker assessment.

12The running average from before biomarker assessment via REGARDS only includes data on conditions
that were diagnosed prior to recruitment into REGARDS. In contrast, the running average from after
biomarker assessment via REGARDS includes these conditions, plus any previously undiagnosed conditions
detected via REGARDS biomarker assessment.
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Table 5: Bivariate relationship between diagnostic intensity and treatment of diagnosed
diabetes

Outcome
Correlation with

diagnostic intensity score
Average annual percent of Medicare -0.22***

enrollees with diabetes age 65-75
having eye examination

Average annual percent of Medicare -0.31***
enrollees with diabetes age 65-75

having hba1c test
* p <0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p <0.01
This table shows that Hospital Referral Regions that have higher diagnostic intensity for
reasons unrelated to the health of their population, as measured by Finkelstein et al. (2017),
also have lower uptake of required treatment for diabetes as measured by the Dartmouth At-
las (The Center for the Evaluative Clinical Sciences, Dartmouth Medical School, 2017). This
finding is important because uptake of required treatment for diabetes is a popularly used
metric of health care quality (CDC, 2012; Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2011;
Dale et al., 2016; National Committee on Quality Assurance, 2016; Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality, 2013) .

We can also illustrate the link between higher diagnostic intensity and lower performance

on quality metrics using the Dartmouth atlas of health care data on quality and effective

care (The Center for the Evaluative Clinical Sciences, Dartmouth Medical School, 2017).

These data provide a summary of quality of care metrics among Medicare beneficiaries by

Hospital Referral Region, including uptake of recommended care for patients with diagnosed

diabetes. We combine these data with data from Finkelstein et al. (2017) which summa-

rize doctors’ propensity to diagnose conditions (“diagnostic intensity”) vary across Hospital

Referral Regions, accounting for patients’ underlying health needs. Table 5 shows the cor-

relations between diagnostic intensity and quality metrics from the Dartmouth atlas from

the same time period. The results indicate that that Hospital Referral Regions with higher

diagnostic intensity have lower rates of appropriate diabetes treatment.

Trends in diagnosis and care for chronic conditions in the national data also support this

point. Figure 7 depicts nationally representative estimates of the following three quantities

of interest: (a) total prevalence on the population level, including undiagnosed conditions;

(b) the fraction of people who truly have the condition who report being diagnosed, (c) and
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Figure 7: Increased diagnosis of chronic conditions is associated with decreased rates of
medical care for diagnosed conditions (NHANES data)
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National Trends

This figure uses repeated cross-sectional data from the NHANES study to demonstrate that
an increase in diagnosis of diabetes, hypertension, and high cholesterol on the national level
in recent years coincided with a fall in treatment of diagnosed conditions. The left panel
depicts total prevalence, including undiagnosed conditions; the middle panel depicts the
fraction of prevalent conditions that are diagnosed; and the right panel depicts the fraction
of diagnosed conditions that are treated with medications.

the fraction of people who are diagnosed for the condition who report taking medication to

treat the condition. The national estimates are calculated using the NHANES repeated cross-

section data, using the survey analysis commands to take into account the complex sampling

scheme. These data demonstrate that an increase in diagnosis of diabetes, hypertension,

and high cholesterol in recent years coincided with a decrease in rates of treatment among

diagnosed conditions.

VII Conclusion

The key message of this paper is that if anticipated costs and benefits of treatment determine

which patients had remained undiagnosed prior to screening interventions, they should also

shape the impact of screening interventions. In locations with unequal access to care, such as
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the United States, barriers sometimes can play a more important role than clinical severity

in determining which patients are screened and treated. Regardless, clinical benefits and

barriers to care can both create a situation where treatment uptake diminishes as screening

expands. This finding has a number of implications for policy analysis, policy design, and

health services research.

First, our framework and our findings have implications for policy analysis. Based on the

patterns we uncovered, expanded screening as a stand-alone program is likely to be less cost-

effective than previously anticipated due to low treatment uptake among marginally screened

patients. To our knowledge, these effects are not currently accounted for in cost-effectiveness

analyses that simulate the impact of screening expansions, and accounting for these effects

could change the coverage policies selected in health systems that make decisions based on

cost-effectiveness analysis. Additionally, when analyzing public policies that expand access

to screening, we caution against using treatment of diagnosed conditions as an outcome

metric. Analysts who use treatment of diagnosed conditions as an outcome metric in policy

analysis could risk conflating changes in the composition of diagnosed patients with declines

in health system performance.

Our findings also inform policy design in multiple ways. First, in pay-for-performance

systems where providers have financial incentives to maintain high treatment rates for di-

agnosed conditions, such as Accountable Care Organizations, expanding access to screening

could carry a penalty by reducing other quality metrics. This would suggest reconsideration

or reweighting of the metrics used in pay-for-performance systems, to avoid penalizing health

systems that expand screening in diverse patient populations. Second, our analysis raises

questions about how to target patients with low access to care. A program that screens pa-

tients with high barriers to screening could have minimal impact on treatment if these same

patients also face high barriers to treatment, as shown in our policy simulation. However,

our cancer analysis demonstrates that expanding access to screening could yield high impact

on health if patients’ barriers to treatment are also addressed.
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Appendix

A Supplemental tables and figures

Figure 8: Text from the card and letter given to REGARDS participants informing them
about their blood pressure and the results of their lab tests
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Table 6: Definitions used for diabetes, hypertension, and high cholesterol
Condition Status Definition
Diabetes No condition No self-reported diagnosis of

diabetes and FPG<126 mg/dl or
NFPG<200mg/dl

Undiagnosed No self-reported diagnosis of
diabetes, but FPG>126 mg/dl
or NFPG>200mg/dl

Diagnosed Self-reported diagnosis of
diabetes (when non-pregnant for
women)

Hypertension No condition No self-reported diagnosis,
SBP<140mmHg, and
DBP<90mmHg

Undiagnosed No self-reported diagnosis of
hypertension, but
SBP>140mmHg or
DBP>90mmHg

Diagnosed Self-reported diagnosis of
hypertension (when
non-pregnant for women)

High cholesterol No condition No self-reported diagnosis, total
cholesterol <200 mg/dl, LDL
cholesterol<160 mg/dl, and HDL
cholesterol>40 mg/dl

Undiagnosed No self-reported diagnosis, but
total cholesterol >200 mg/dl,
LDL cholesterol>160 mg/dl, or
HDL cholesterol<40 mg/dl

Diagnosed Self-reported diagnosis
Note: FPG=fasting plasma glucose; NFPG=non-fasting plasma glucose; SBP=systolic
blood pressure; DBP=diastolic blood pressure; HDL=high-density lipoprotein, LDL= low-
density lipoprotein. In the REGARDS data, we calculated LDL cholesterol using the Friede-
wald equation (Friedewald et al., 1972).
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Table 7: Simulation analysis: Biomarker checks for undiagnosed conditions, and treatment
rates for diagnosed conditions
A. All patients

Diabetes

Who is checked? Cases detected
Average treatment Foot and eye

if diagnosed exams if diagnosed
Propensity 0.7 and higher 1931 89% 42%
Propensity 0.6 and higher 2636 88% 41%
Propensity 0.5 and higher 3146 88% 39%
Propensity 0.4 and higher 3373 87% 39%
Propensity 0.3 and higher 3499 87% 38%
Propensity 0.2 and higher 3573 86% 38%
Propensity 0.1 and higher 3621 86% 38%

Everyone 3621 86% 38%

High Cholesterol

Who is checked? Cases detected
Average treatment Average treatment

if diagnosed if doctor recommended treatment
Propensity 0.7 and higher 6793 62% 85%
Propensity 0.6 and higher 9238 58% 84%
Propensity 0.5 and higher 11174 55% 82%
Propensity 0.4 and higher 12595 53% 81%
Propensity 0.3 and higher 13577 51% 80%
Propensity 0.2 and higher 14501 50% 80%
Propensity 0.1 and higher 15106 50% 79%

Everyone 15608 50% 79%

B. Patients without health insurance
Diabetes

Who is checked? Average treatment if diagnosed Foot and eye exams if diagnosed
Propensity 0.7 and higher 86% 24%
Propensity 0.6 and higher 87% 25%
Propensity 0.5 and higher 85% 24%
Propensity 0.4 and higher 82% 22%
Propensity 0.3 and higher 80% 20%
Propensity 0.2 and higher 78% 20%
Propensity 0.1 and higher 77% 19%

Everyone 77% 19%

High Cholesterol

Who is checked? Average treatment if diagnosed
Average treatment

if doctor recommended treatment
Propensity 0.7 and higher 45% 72%
Propensity 0.6 and higher 50% 74%
Propensity 0.5 and higher 48% 73%
Propensity 0.4 and higher 44% 70%
Propensity 0.3 and higher 40% 67%
Propensity 0.2 and higher 36% 65%
Propensity 0.1 and higher 34% 64%

Everyone 33% 63%
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Figure 9: Severity of cancer at detection and racial/ethnic minority status at age 64

This graph shows that racial and ethnic minority patients (Hispanic and/or non-white pa-
tients) had cancers detected at a later stage that non-minority patients at age 64, just prior
to aging into Medicare. In situ is the earliest stage of cancer, followed by localized, regional,
and distant. Regional and distant cancers have already infiltrated multiple organs. These
patterns are consistent with lower access to care among minority patients prior to aging into
Medicare eligibility (Card et al., 2008).
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